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Weddings By Lifeworks is regarded as Wedding Photographer in India.Weddings By Lifeworks is regarded as Wedding Photographer in India.
Call us at +91-9910084360 to book your wedding photography.Call us at +91-9910084360 to book your wedding photography.

Lifeworks Studios is group of photographers, film makers, editors whoLifeworks Studios is group of photographers, film makers, editors who
love story telling. We are based in outskirts of New Delhi, India.love story telling. We are based in outskirts of New Delhi, India.

At Lifeworks Studios, we showcase life at its best- in its truest formsAt Lifeworks Studios, we showcase life at its best- in its truest forms
and in its most vibrant colors! The warmth of love flowing between twoand in its most vibrant colors! The warmth of love flowing between two
people can not only become an inspiration for many like me to believepeople can not only become an inspiration for many like me to believe
in its beauty and replicate it but change the perspective of looking atin its beauty and replicate it but change the perspective of looking at
the world altogether. “Lifeworks studios” is my earnest effort tothe world altogether. “Lifeworks studios” is my earnest effort to
present people the memento of their being- their wonderfulpresent people the memento of their being- their wonderful
relationships and encourage them to preserve it.relationships and encourage them to preserve it.

We love working with couples and entering their shoes to see theWe love working with couples and entering their shoes to see the
happiness and excitement for their weddings-family, friends,happiness and excitement for their weddings-family, friends,
ceremonies, décor, music, and food become important to these candidceremonies, décor, music, and food become important to these candid
snippets as marriage is more than two people falling in love with eachsnippets as marriage is more than two people falling in love with each
other, in our country.other, in our country.
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The innocence of these moments that get missed in the frenzy ofThe innocence of these moments that get missed in the frenzy of
thousand events on your big day can be saved and come out in thethousand events on your big day can be saved and come out in the
most emotionally powerful and expressive ways through mymost emotionally powerful and expressive ways through my
photographs. We allow ourselves to travel as much as we can andphotographs. We allow ourselves to travel as much as we can and
imbibe the energy and creativity of capturing events in diverseimbibe the energy and creativity of capturing events in diverse
fashion. fashion. 

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-
destination-wedding-photographers-in-gurgaon-15688destination-wedding-photographers-in-gurgaon-15688
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